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RE:

Clean Air Act Notice of Intent to Sue for Failure to Determine
Whether Standards of Performance Are Appropriate for Methane
Emissions from Oil and Gas Operations, and to Establish Such Standards
and Related Guidelines for New and Existing Sources

Dear Acting Administrator Perciasepe:
The State of Oregon respectfully requests that the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) remedy EPA's failure under the Clean Air Act to set performance standards for new
sources and guidelines for existing sources that curb emissions of methane from the oil and gas
sector. EPA has determined that emissions of this potent greenhouse gas endanger public health
and welfare, and that processes and equipment in the oil and gas sector emit vast quantities of
methane. Moreover, EPA has compelling data, including from 18 years of experience
administering the Natural Gas Star Program, demonstrating that many measures to avoid (or
reduce) methane emissions from new and existing oil and gas operations are available and costeffective. Despite these findings, EPA has missed the applicable deadline for determining
whether standards and guidelines limiting methane emissions from oil and gas operations under
section 11 1 of the Clean Air Act are appropriate and for issuing such standards. EPA' s ongoing
failure to address the sector's methane emissions violates the Clean Air Act and harms the health
and welfare of our residents.
I.

Background

From severe droughts and heat waves to a string of devastating storms in the northeast
over the last two years, it is becoming ever more apparent that increasing greenhouse gas
pollution contributes to climate disruption in the U.S. and around the globe. Methane is a very
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potent greenhouse gas -- pound for pound, it warms the climate about 25 times more than carbon
dioxide. EPA has found that the impacts of climate change caused by methane include
"increased air and ocean temperatUies, changes in precipitation patterns, melting and thawing of
global glaciers and ice, increasingly severe weather events, such as hurricanes of greater
intensity and sea ievel rise." 77 Fed. Reg. 49,490, 49,535 (Aug. 23, 2011). Oil and gas systems
are the largest source of methane emissions in the U.S. and the second largest industrial source of
U.S. greenhouse gas emissions behind only electric power plants. For example, methane
emissions from this sector make almost one-fifth of the contribution to climate change as do
carbon dioxide emissions from coal-fired power plants. EPA must fully comply with its legal
obligations under the Clean Air Act to regulate emissions that endanger public health and
welfare by controlling this significant source of dangerous greenhouse gas pollution.
Section 111 of the Clean .A.ir Act requires EPA to establish standards of perfom1ance
governing the emissi0n of air pollutants from new sources in the oil and gas sector and to review
and, if appropriate,.revise tb0se standards at le3st lwery 8 years. See 42 U.S.C. § 74i l (b)(l)(B).
As part of this 8-year revievv EPA had a mandatory duty (1) to make a determination whether
standards covering methane emissions are "appropriet·~." and, (2) if appropriate, to promulgate
standards. The Act and EPA' s regulations also require;: EPA to issue emission guidelines
covering the release of methane from any existing oil R!1d gas operations for which standards of
performance have been issued. See id. § 741 1(d); 40 C.F.R. § 60.22(a).
EPA originally promulgated standards of performance for the oil and gas sector in 1985.
The 8-year deadline for reviewing these standards expired in 1993. EPA signed a rule purporting
to complete the mandated review for oil and gas operations on April 17, 2012. 77 Fed. Reg.
49,490 (Aug. 16, 20 12). However, although the agency revised the prior standards for several _
pollutants, EPA did not make the required appropriateness detem1ination regarding meth~ne, nor
did EPA establish performance standards or emission guidelines for methane emissions from this
industrial sector.
Consequently, unless you promptly rectify these failures, the State of Oregon intends to
file suit in federal district court against you as Acting Administrator and EPA for failures to
timely:
(1 )

make the required determination whether standards of performance limiting
methane emissions from oil and gas sources are appropriate and, if so, failing to
timely issµ.e revised performance standards limiting methane emissions from this
source category; and

(2)

issue emissions guidelines for the control of methane emissions from exis•ing oil
and gas sources.

Jurisdiction to adjudicate and enforce the failure to carry out non-discretionary duties lies
with the district court under section 304 of the Act. See E.>ivironmental Defense Fund v. Thomas,.
870 F.2d 892, 897 (2d Cir. 1989); Portland Cement Ass 'n v. EPA, 665 F .3d 177~ ; '194 : (D .C. Cir.
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2011). This letter provides notice as re.q uired under section 304 of the CleanAir>Act, 42 U.S.C . .
§ 7604, and 40-C.F.R . part 54. Unless EPA .takes the required actions before the end of the
applicable notice period, the State of; Oregorointends to:bring.-a suit for EPA' s·failure·to perform
the non-discretionary duties:outlined in.42·IJB.C·. §§·741 l(b)(l)(B), 741 f(d);and;40 C.F.R. §
60.22(a), and for the agency's unreasonable delay. in the p.erformance of these -duties.'· The suit
will seek injunctive and declaratory relief, the· costs of litigation, and may :secl<i·other relief.
i"

II.

r

.:·

EPA Failed to Perform ·Its Non-Discretfonary Duties to Determine-Whether
Standards o~ Performance for Methane Are ·A ppropriate and,, if:so~rto· Establish
''.i
Such Standards and Related·Emissions Guidelines. .
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Section 111 of the Clean Air Act requires EPA to establish "standards of performance"
for emissionsibf airpollufants frbm categories of newr modified, and. '.exis~ing. sp,urces. After EPA
sets initial standards-of performance for a ·listed .oategM.y, seatiori.. 11 l(b)(l)(B}imposes ..a
timetable for 'EPA to review and revise _tho~e..standards; "The Administratorishall, at least: every
8 years, re.v iew and,: if appropriate; revilse -s'n'Ch -standards: following·the procedure required by
this subsection for-promulgation of such standm;dsd' 42 U.S.C: § 74-ll(b)(l){B). EPA failed
timely to review the standards. of peilf'Ormance fhat it linitially.establishetl io 1.985 for sources in
the oil and: gas sector, ·leading multiple groups to rule> suit in 2009 to·cdmpel such review., That
case, Wild Earth Guardians v. EPA, No. ·1:09-CV!-00089 .(D.D.C.), resulted in a consent decree
setting forth a scheduJe for proposing any final revisions by November 30, 2011.
I ;
.' ,
.. ' . .
In August 2011, EPA proposed re:Wsions:tothe oil and gas NSPS. ·:71) Fed. Reg. 52,738:.
(Aug. 23, 20i l ). EP A 'did not prdpose anjr; ~tandards for methane emissiol'l.s.,.despite previously
determining that methane and other greenhouse. ga&<es endanger public heaJth and welfare. 74
Fed. Reg. 66,496 (Dec. 15, 200.9) .. Nlilme11ous organizations submitted comments on the .
proposed rule stating that EPA was..tequired, •a-s.·part·of its mandated 8-y,ear statutory review, to
determine whether it was "appropriate" to add standards of performance for additional,
previously-unregulated pollutants, such as methane, and, if so, to revise them accordingly.
1

.
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EPA signed a final rule revising some aspects of the o-iland gas.standards on April 17,
2012, which was published in the Federal Register on August 16, 2012. 77 Fed. Reg. 49,490. V--EPA failed to determine whether it is appropriate to establish methane standards. Instead, EPA
stated that "[i]n this rule, we are not taking final•action wit:h.respeot to regulation of methane.
Rather, we intend to continue to evaluate the. appropriateness of .regulating methane with an eye
toward taking additional steps if appropriate. n Id. at 49,513: The agency stated-that "over time,"
it would assess emissions data received pursuant to the recently impleme·nted greenhouse gas
emissions reporting program, but set forth no timetable for taking final action to address methane
·
emissions. Id.
EPA' s fai lure to decide one way or the other within the 8-year statutory review deadl ine
whether it is appropriate to revise the oil and gas NSPS to regulate methane emissions violates
section 11 l(b)(l)(B) of the Clean Air Act. That section imposes a clear-cut nondiscretionary
duty of timeliness"that requires EPA to make som~ decision within the 8-year review period
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whether it is "appropriate" to revise the standards to regulate methane, regardless of whether the
substance of that decision is discretionary. The Second Circuit Court of Appeals in Thomas,
870 F.2d at 900, held that substantially similar iangliage contained ir.. section 109(d) of the Clean
Air Act -- whi:h provides that, at five-year intervals, EPA "shall complete a thorough review"
and "promulgate such new standards as may be appropriate"-- imposed a nondiscretionary duty
to make a decision. In that case, like here, EPA had declined to make any formal decision to
either revise or decline to revise the standards for a specific pollutant. EPA argue-0 that its nondecision was unreviewable by the D.C. Circuit uncer section 307 because it involved no decision
or other agency "action" and was also not subject to challenge in district courts under section 304
because it was discretionary. Id at 896. The Court rejected EPA's argwnent, holding that EPA
may not leave the matter "in a bureaucratic limbo subject neither to review in the District of
Columbia Circuit nor to ch::illenge in the district court." Id. at 900. While the Court agreed that
the "as may be appcopriate" language of section 109(d) provided EPA with discretion to
determine whether cc vision was appropriate and what the substance of those revisions should be,
the presence of the language "shall complete" and "required" in that section implied that the
district court " has jurisdiction to compel the Administrator to make some formal decision
whether or not to revise the [standards):' Id
Here, section 111 (b)(! )(B) contains the mandatory term "shall" -- which appl ies to both
of the verbs "review" and "revise"-- and a clear-cut statutory dead Iinc of "at least every 8 years."
Because EPA cannot make any revisions without first -completing its review, the language
requires EPA to both complete the review and rr.ake the revisions within the 8-year review
period. Therefore, a district court has jurisdiction !o compel EPA to make a determination one
way or the other as to whether revision of the oil and gas NSPS is appropriate and to issue.any
revision it determines is appropriate.

In add ition, EPA has a mandatory duty to inc!ude in its 8-year review new pollutants like
methane that it has not previously regulated, but that it has since determined endanger public
health and welfare. It would be wholly inconsistent with the mandatory nature of section 111 if
EPA could refuse to address, as part of its 8-year review, air pollutants that are emitted by an
already-listed source category and that EPA has already determined endanger public health and
welfare. Rather, the structure of the Act demonstrates Congress' intent that EPA thoroughly
review and revise NSPS for a source category at least every 8 years and not limit such review to
making changes to existing standards, but instead require EPA to enact more stringent air
pollution requirements as circumstances change, as new information becomes available
regarding the adverse public health and welfare effects of air pollutants, and as new technologies
become available to control emissions of such pollutants. Congress contemplated the 87year
review to encompass EPA 's revision of the standards to address other air pollutants,. particularly
those emitted by a source category that, based on C'.lrrent information, are now determined to
significantly contribute to that source's endangerment of public health and welfare. Further,
EPA ' s past practice confirms that the agency must consider during its 8-year review all of the air
pollutants emitted by the source category under review and set NSPS for ar..y of those pollutants
that cause or contribute significantly to that source' s endangerment of public health and welfare
and for which there is demonstrated control technoJ.)gy. See 41 Fed. Reg. 3826...21 :(Jart.·26,
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1976) (addition of standards for 802 and CO in NSPS for primary aluminum redµction plants);
42 Fed. Reg. 22506-07 (May 3, 1977) (addition of standards for NOx, S02, and CO in NSPS for·
lime manufacturing ' plants); 49 Fed. Reg. 25;106-07..(June· 19,.-1984) (addition of standards for
PM, CO, and hydrocarbon emissions in NSPS:for fossilfuel--:tired industrial steam:generating
. 1-:
units).
., .
:

'

EPA failed to act on regulatiop. of me.thane·under section 111 despite ·p'ossessing
extensive information that adding methane·standards for oil and gas operations:is."appropriate."_
In prior 8-year reviews of standards o;t' performan«re under section I·I 1, EPA h'aa;consistently
applied two criteria in determinilig:-Whether:it is•appropfiate to include a standard for aihealth- ..
and welfare..:endangering
pollutant: (i) t~~ ex;tent of ther source category"s.oontribution to the
emissions of the pollutant, aifd (i'i).the availabiHty .of methods 'to redl!lae·those: emissions. See,
e.g., 75 Fed. Reg: 54,970 (Sept. 9, 2010) (:finalizing·n'ewNOx standard foricementplants).
Applying these criteria to the oil and ·gas sector .demonstrates that metharie ·standards are
:. 1;; , · i; ,. ·1:· .
.·, · 1 .. ,··, ~ : · •
appropriate at·this time.
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First, EPA has recognized that "processes in the Oil and Natural Gas·source category
emit significant amounts of methane." 76 Fed. Reg. at 52,756/1. Indeed, the proposal stated that
the sector' s methane emissions 'ate equivalentte,more ilian 328 miHioh metric tons of carbon
dioxide per year,: id. at. 52~ 756/2, making 0i:l and ·gas dperations the ·seeond ·largest industrial
source of U.S. greenhouse gas emissibns~' .behind · only'electric- pow~r plants: See also 74 Fed.
Reg. 16,448,.16,591 Table VIU-1 ' (April 1O,' 2009) (showiBg 20.Q9 estimates of greenhouse gas
emissions from other industrial. sbUrce categories). As EPA explained in the 2012 final rule,
"methane emissions from the; oil and gas industry;representaheut 40 percent of the total methane
emissions from all sources and account for about 5 percent of all C01e [carbon dioxide
equivalent] emissions in the United States, with natural gas systems being the single largest
contributor to United States anth,ropogenic,nietha:ne emissions." 'i/7 Fed: Reg: at 49,535/2.
Although EPA projects that the standards adopted!in the 2012,final:rule for,emissions of volatile
organic' compounds (VO Cs) and hazardous: air p·ollutants will have the' incidental benefit of also
reducing annual methane emissions· by about 19 million metric tons C02e,.'id. m 49,535/3, the ·
vast majority of methane emissions from this sectorremain•uncontrolled•. .
'. ,.
' '
EPA' s failure even to consider directly controlling methane·emissions .through standards
and guidelines resulted in the omission of :contro'ls for certain operations.that emit large amounts
of methane. For example, EPA declined.to establish standards for.compressors and pneumatic
controllers in the natural gas transmission and distribution segment asserting. that, although this
equipment emits large quantities of methane, much of the voes already have be1m removed by '
the time the natural gas stream reaches these sournes. See 77 Fed. Reg. at 49,522-23 (declining .
to regulate transmission and distribution compressors because of"therelatively low level of
voe emitted from these sources,").
,,
Second, there are readily available methods to reduce methane emissions. :In fact, the
high methane content of these currently·uncontrolled·emissions means that adopting standards·!,, ··
and guidelines-that require methane emissions controls would be cost-effective at many of these
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additional emission points. In the final rule, EPA recognized the economic value of emiss~ons
control me~sures for oil and gas equipment that lead to the recovery of hydrocarbon products,
including methane, "that can be used on-site as fuel or reprocessed within the production process
for sale." 77 Fed. Reg. at 49,534/ 1. Indeed, EPA found that the. rule "will result in net annual
costs savings of about $11 million (in 2008 dollars)." Id. By ending the waste of methane at
sources of emi.ssions not covered by the,standards for VOCs,.standards of performance that
address methane emissions directly likely would add to the economic benefits ofthe rule . For
instance, although compressors located at a wellhead or in the transmission, storage, and
distribution segment are not covered under the rule, 77 Fed. Reg. at 49,492/2, EPA has
determined that the payback period for compressor ~aintenance activities that redu,ce methane
emissions is a mere 1 to 3 months . See EPA, "Reducing Methane Emissions from. Gompressor
Rod Packing Systems" (Oct. 2006) at 1 (indicating payback periods from.I to 3 months for
compressor maintenance activities that reduce methane emissions). In addition, through EPA's
voluntary Natural Gas Star Program, EPA has wo1:ked with oil and gas companies to identify
more than 100 cost-effective technologies ai1d practices to reduce methane emissiqns from
sources of emissions not CO\·ered by the rule. See
http://wwvy.epa.gov/gasstar/tools/recommended.html.

.. .

Section 111 (d) of the Clean Air Act also requires EPA to address methane emi~sions
from existing sources, as well as from new and modified facilities. 42 U.S.C. § 741 l(d)(l)(A).
The Act requires EPA to establish procedures under which each state submits to the,agency a
plan to adopt, implement, and enforce standards of performance for existing sourceS; for certair.1
pollutants, and to promulgate standards of performance under such plans. Id. §741 l(d). The
existing source requirements apply to those pollutants, such as methane, that have no~ .been
identified as criteria pollutants or hazardous air pollutants, but that are regulated under the new
source performance standards for a category of sources Id. .§ 741 l(d)(l). Thus, the Act creates
a direct c9nnection between the new source standards and those to be develop.e d for existing
sources.
EPA's regulations require the agency to publish "emissions guidelines" "which.reflect[]
the degree of emission reduction achievable through the application of the best system of .
emission reduction which (taking into account the cost of such reduction) the Administrator has
determined has been adequately demonstrated for designated facilities." 40 q .F.R. §§ 60.21(e),
60.22(a, b). Th~s~ guidelines are implemented by.state agencies who develop and submit to
EPA plans to curb emissions of designated pollutants from existing sources. Id. § 60.23(a); 42
U.S.C. § 741 l(d)(l). EPA has issued emission guidelines at the same time as new source
standards for a listed cat~gory . See 62 Fed. Reg. 48,348 (Sept. 15, 1997) (stai:idards of
performance and emissions guidelines fo~~ hospital/medical/iIJ.fectious waste incinerators); 61.
Fed. Reg. 9905 (Mar. 12, 1996) (same for municipal solid waste landfills);,60 Fed. Reg. 65,387
(Dec. 19, 1995) (same for municipal waste combustors).
In sum, EPA has failed.t.o review and update as necessary tl)e existing oil and gas
standards. EPA's.~ontinuing failure to make a: final.appropriateness determination during i~s 8year review and t~ m,ake the. necessary revisions is <:ontrary to.section 11 l_(b)( 1)(B) of.the Clean .
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Air Act. See 42 U.S.C. § 741 l(b)(l)(B). EPA 's failure to make an appropriateness
determination also has prevented EPA from fu lfilling its duty to publish emissions guidelines
covering methane emissions from existing fadlities in the . oil and gas sector. EPA's continuing
failure to publish these guidelines is contrary to section' 111 (d) of the Clean' Air Act and the
regulations implementing that seclkm. See 42 U.S.C. § 741 l(d); 40 C.F.R. § 60:22(a). The State
of Oregon therefore is providing notice that, as of 60 days from the date of this 1etter, it intends
to sue you, as EPA Acting Administrator, and EPA for EPA's failure to take th'ese nondiscretionary actions.
...
. ' ).
" .

III.

EPA Has Unreasonably Delayed Determining Wh~ther Stalidards of ;performance
for Oil and Gas Operation~· Are'~ppro)1riate' and, 'if so, Establishing·s uch
1
Standards and Related 'Emissions'.Guidelines.
"
• ' .. · : •
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As set forth above, section 11 l(b)(l )(B) ofthet~iean Air '.Act imposes ii non~discretionary
duty on EPA to review and, if appropriate, revise the NSPS. for each category of sources, and
section 11 l (d) and 40 C.F.R. § 60.22(a) impose a non-discretionary duty to establish emissions
guidelines covering existing sources. Even if thdse ptovisions'can be tead to contain any
ambiguity as to the deadline for these mandatory duties, EPA has unreasonably delayed taking
• •
action on methane emissions fron1 the oil ·~d· gas ·sector. ' r .'
.- ,
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EPA has long known the 'significartte otthe oil and gas sector's contribution to methane
emissions and the availability and cost-effective'ne'ss of measures' for reducing those emissions.
EPA ' s knowledge that oil and gas operations are bne of·the nation1s largest methane sources
dates to at least 1997, as the agency has publisned' annual sector.:by-sector inventories of U.S.
greenhouse gas emissio·ns since T997, covering emi'ssions since 1990. See
http://www.epa.gov!dimatechange/emissions/. usgginv_archive.htrhl (providing links to each
annual GHG emissions inventory).· Simi-lady, EPA. has long had ·ampfe data on measures for ·
controlling methane emissions. For example, in 2008, EPA explained that because of its
experience implementi~g the agency's Natural Gas Star Program, a voluntary public-private
partnership with the oil and 'gas industry inlti'ated in 1993, ''many of [the]'1echnologies and
management practices" available to control methane ern1ssions'from the sector "have been well
documented (inciuding information on cost, benefits and reduction potential) and implemented in
oil and gas systems throughout the U.S." EPA, Office of Air and Radiation, Technical Support
Document for the Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for Greenhouse Gases; Stationary
Sources, Section VII at 30 (June 2008).
'
! .
EPA has been actively engaged in ruleinaking to revise the oil and gas sector standards of
performance at least since April 2010, when the agency began sending requests to visir regulated
facilities to gather information. See, e.g., Letter from K.C. Hustvedf, EPA, to Tom Monahan,
ExxonMobil Production Co. (Apr. 30, 2010) Docket No. EPA-HQ-OAR- 2010-0505-0053. In
response to the 2009 litigation referenced above, EPA proposed revisions to the standards of
performance for oil and gas operations in August 2011. 76 Fed. Reg. at 52,738. However,
instead of drawing on the successes of the Natural Gas Star Program to propose a course of
action, or' even sbiiciting comment on the issue, the agency chose to ignore the problem. The
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proposal stated only that " [a]lthough this proposed rule does not include standards for regulating
[methane emi ssions], we continue to assess these significant emissions and evaluate appropriate
actions for addressing these concerns:" Id. at fi2,756J2. Multiple parties filed comments in
November 2011 objecting to the failure to propose methane standards for this source category.
Commenters argued that EPA had abundant evidence that uncontrolled methane emissions from
oil and gas operations significantly contribute to atmospheric greenhouse gas pollution, that
control measures are available and cost-effective, and that methane standards therefore are
appropriate and legally required. See, e.g. ", Comments of Sierra Club et al. at 74-80 (Nov. 30,
2011 ) Docket No. EPA-HQ- OAR- 201 0-0505-4240.
f·

. .

I

Notwithstanding these comments and the detailed information EPA already had in its
possession, the agency has fa iled to make any appropriateness determination regarding the oil
and gas sector' s methane emissions, or to propose or promu lgate performance standards to meet
its obligations under section 11 l(b)(l)(B) oftbe Act with regard to the oil and gas sector's
methane emissions. EPA ' s failure to complete the rulemaking required under section
11 l(b)(l)(B) to address methane emissi'ons,from new and modified oil and gas operations has
also resulted in an unreasonable delay in establishing emissions guidelines for controlling
methane emissions from existing oil and gas sector sources. EPA' s unreasonable delay in
issuing these guidelines in turn delays both -the date by which states must submit plans for the
control of methane from existing oil and gas operations, 40 C.F.R. § 60.23(a), and the date by
which existing sources must comply with approved pollution control standards, see id. §
60.24(c). Therefore, the State of Oregon also is providing 180-day notice that it intends to sue
you as, EPA Acting Administrator, and EPA for EPA' s unreasonably delaying final agency
action to determine whether standards for methane emissions from oil and gas operations are
appropriate, to make the necessary revisions to 40 C.F.R. Part 60, and to issue emissions
guidelines for methane emissions from existing oil and gas operations.

IV.

Conclusion

EPA' s acknowledgement that oil and gas operations account for a large share of methane
emissions points to the urgent need to reduce these emissions. The agency's long experience
with control strategies that recover methane emissions from oil and gas operations for productive
uses confirms that there are cost-effective measures for this source category that would provide
an appropriate basis for establishing a standard of performance for methane emissions. But
EPA ' s failure to make progress in deciding whether standards are appropriate demonstrates that
litigation may be needed to prompt the required agency action. Accordingly, the State of Oregon
submits this notice of intent to sue for EPA' s failure to complete the review of the standards of
performance for oil and gas operations as mandated by section 111 (b)( 1)(B) of the Clean Air Act
and for the agency's unreasonable delay in the completion of that action. The State of Oregon
also submits this notice of intent to sue for EPA' s failure to complete the emissions guidelines
for existing sources required by section 111 (d) of the Clean Air Act and EPA' s regulations at 40
C.F.R. § 60.22(a) and for EPA's unreasonable delay in the completion of that action.
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The State .o f Oregon is willing to explore any effective means of resolving this matter
without the need for litigation. However, if.you do not respond within the applicable time
periods provided in section 304 of the Act, it ·intends· to file its complaint in United States District
Court.
Sincerely,
FOR THE STATB OF OREGON
ELLEN F. ROSENBLUM
Attorney General·

.,.

' lC.

'

By:
PAULA GA
Assistant Attorney-inResources Section
Oregon Department ·of JustiCe ·
1515 SW ·Fifth: Ave., Suite 410
. Portland, OR 97201
' '
... (971) 673-1943
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